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Introduction

Enhanced recovery after surgery (ERAS) is a strategy 
that seeks to reduce patients’ perioperative stress response, 
thereby reducing potential complications, decreasing 
hospital length of stay, and enabling patients to return 
more quickly to their baseline functional status. With the 

diffusion of video-assisted thoracic surgery lobectomy 

(VATS-L), the surgical treatment of lung cancer became a 

new area for the development of ERAS. The ERAS clinical 

pathway for VATS-L provides also a surgical protocol with 

clinical recommendations about the specific aspects closely 

related to the surgical technique and to the management 
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of chest drainage and other invasive devices (1). Following 
we present the Italian VATS Group (www.vatsgroup.org) 
surgical protocol as part of the ERAS project belonging to 
the VATS-L national database. 

ERAS and VATS-L

The surgical aspects closely related to VATS-L to be 
defined in an ERAS protocol can be identified in the intra 
and post-operative phase, as it follows: 
 Intra-operative phase: technical aspects designed 

to achieve maximum reduction of trauma and 
complications;

 Post-operative phase: management and removal 
criteria for pleural drains and other invasive devices 
[e.g., nasogastric tube (NGT), central venous 
catheter (CVC), urinary catheter, arterial catheter].

Intra-operative surgical aspects

The minimally invasive approach to pulmonary resections 
is considered the best surgical approach to early stage non-
small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), showing several advantages 
over traditional open surgery in terms of postoperative 
outcomes (2). In order to minimize the surgical trauma and 
stress during a VATS-L, we identified three fields of action, 
resumed in Table 1: the minimal invasiveness of VATS (i.e., 
number of ports/access); the intraoperative strategies for air 
leak prevention; the number of pleural drainage.

Minimally invasiveness of VATS approach—number of 
ports and/or thoracic accesses
The minimal invasiveness of VATS-L is based on the lower 
impact of its surgical trauma compared to traditional open 

thoracotomy. The VATS group adopted the universally 
accepted definition of VATS-L as a procedure without 
rib spreading, with thoracoscopic vision and a separate 
dissection of the hilar structures (www.vatsgroup.org). 
However, several techniques of VATS-L have been 
described over the years, differing mainly on the number 
of ports and their location. The number of ports can be 
discussed as a factor affecting the invasiveness of the surgical 
procedure and consequently influencing the postoperative 
functional recovery. 

Three- or bi-portal VATS versus mono-portal VATS
The transit ion from a standard multi-portal  to a 
mono-portal VATS approach has been reported by 
several authors as a viable strategy to improve post-
operative outcomes, in terms of pain, length of stay 
and morbidity. This can potentially be translated into 
a reduction of post-operative hospitalization and faster 
recovery of patient’s daily activities, which is the goal 
of ERAS program. A recent meta-analysis by Harris  
et al. (3) compares the outcomes of n=627 multi-portal 
versus n=1,223 uni-portal VATS lobectomies for lung 
cancer from eight observational studies published over 
the past 2 years; the results showed statistically significant 
differences in favour of uni-portal VATS in terms of 
hospital stay (6.2±2.6 vs. 6.7±3.4 days, P<0.0001), chest 
drain duration (4.5±2.2 vs. 5.4±2.9 days, P=0.0006) and 
postoperative complications (12.0% vs. 13.7%, P=0.009); 
also postoperative pain was found to be reduced in mono-
portal procedures but without any statistical significance. To 
further confirm this data, a recent study by Tamura et al. (4) 
has shown how single-port technique reduces postoperative 
pain and increases quality of life in the perioperative period. 
Again, if we look at the residual pain and paresthesia, Jutley 

Table 1 Recommendations and suggestion for intraoperative management during VATS lobectomy are schematized

Field of application Recommendation

Access/trocar numbers VATS-U >> VATS standard (2/3 ports)

Parenchymal mobilization Recommended

Pleural tent Recommended only in selected cases (i.e., severe emphysema)

Surgical sealant Recommended in case of intraoperative air leak

Staple-line reinforcement Recommended only in selected cases (i.e., severe emphysema)

“Fissure-less” technique Not recommended; left to the surgeon’s choice

Number of pleural drains Recommended the use of one drainage 

VATS-U, uniportal VATS; VATS, video-assisted thoracic surgery.
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et al. (5) and Gonfiotti et al. (6) showed data in favour of 
mono-portal VATS. Although further randomized studies 
are needed to validate all the benefits of a mono-portal 
approach, in our opinion there is sufficient data to assume 
that also in the field of VATS-L, a lesser surgical trauma 
on the chest wall may result in a faster functional recovery. 
In the surgical chapter of our ERAS protocol, we included 
all the VATS-L techniques described in the VATS Group 
database (i.e., three-, bi- and mono-portal) but we suggested 
to shift toward a reduction of port number. 

Air leak prevention
A postoperative air leak is defined by air escaping the lung 
parenchyma into the pleural space after any kind of surgery 
in the chest. The literature defines a prolonged air leak 
(PAL) as an air leak lasting beyond postoperative day 5. PAL 
is associated with a worse postoperative course, prolonged 
hospital stay and increased costs. Some authors therefore 
consider any PAL as a surgical complication. Prevention 
of a PAL is crucial from an ERAS perspective. In several 
reports from the Italian VATS group database, the incidence 
of PAL is reported in up to 7.2% of patients and this result 
is consistent with other large series (7,8).

In addition to this evidence, further studies have 
shown that PAL is associated with an increased risk of 
postoperative complications. Brunelli et al. (9) reported 
a higher rate of pleural empyema in patients with PAL; 
similarly, Varela and colleagues (10) have shown that an air 
leak beyond the 5th postoperative day is associated with an 
increased risk of atelectasis, pneumonia and pleural effusion.

Several surgical strategies have been developed to 
prevent PAL, mainly adopting two different strategies: 
reducing the residual pleural space or reinforcing/
protecting the parenchymal suture line. The routinary use 
of these procedures is not recommended since there isn’t a 
clear evidence of their utility and some of them (i.e., lung 
sealants) are quite expansive. 

The following air leak prevention strategies were taken 
into account and analysed in our ERAS protocol:
 Pulmonary mobilization: this is an effective strategy 

for the prevention of PAL, especially after lobar 
resection. There are several techniques used for this 
purpose: the simplest and most commonly practiced 
is the lysis of all pleuro-parenchymal adhesions and 
pulmonary ligament;

 Pleural tent: creating an apical pleural tent during 
upper lobectomy or superior bilobectomy is a proven 
technique to decrease the risk of PAL. The pleural 

tent is created by removing the parietal pleura 
from the endothoracic fascia, starting from one of 
the thoracic access in a circumferential and apical 
direction. Three randomized trials demonstrated 
that a pleural tent created at the time of pulmonary 
resection may significantly decrease the duration 
of chest drainage and hospitalization (11), reduce 
the incidence of postoperative air leak (12), 
decrease air leak and chest drain duration, as well as 
hospitalization and hospitality costs (13);

 Surgical sealant: in 2010 a review of the Cochrane 
Database evaluating the use of surgical sealants for 
the prevention or reduction of postoperative air leak 
included 16 randomized trials and 1,642 patients (14): 
six studies showed a statistically significant reduction 
of air leak duration in the treatment group while three 
studies showed also a significant reduction in chest 
drain duration. On the contrary, no study showed a 
reduction of length of stay. On this basis, the routine 
use of surgical sealants is nowadays not recommended. 
However, several studies showed a positive trend in 
shortening both, chest drain duration and hospital 
stay, even if without statistical significance (15); on the 
other hand, most part of these studies do not include 
the use of a digital drainage system and the policy to 
remove the drainage based on liquid production, is 
often quite conservative (16,17). As a consequence, 
the failure in moving the benefit of the sealant from 
the air leak duration to the chest drain removal and 
length of stay, could be the result of a bad chest drain 
management. We therefore believe that the use of 
sealants could be useful in a fast-tracking program; we 
speculate that with the use of digital drainage system 
and within an ERAS protocol, this bias could be 
deleted mainly reducing the time discrepancy between 
the end of the air leak and the removal of chest 
drain, often linked to a “traditional” post-operative 
drain management which is far from an “enhanced 
recovery” philosophy. In our ERAS protocol we 
suggested the use of sealants in case of intraoperative 
air leak observed during the inflation test after lung 
resection has been completed;

 Reinforced staple-line: the use of reinforced staple-
lines has shown variable results. In patients with 
severe emphysema undergoing lung resection, 
several randomized trials suggest the effectiveness of 
staple line reinforcement in reducing the incidence 
of air leak, chest drain duration and hospital stay 
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(18,19); this indication is confirmed also in case of 
non-anatomic lung resections in patients with a high 
risk of PAL and/or FEV1 <60% of predicted (8). 
Outside the field of severe emphysema, the utility of 
reinforced staple line in lung anatomical resections 
has not been demonstrated (20). In our surgical 
protocol, we suggested to reinforce the suture line 
during completion of the fissure only in case of an 
associated diffuse emphysema;

 Other techniques for post-operative air leak prevention, 
our protocol also included the following suggestions:
 Minimal dissection of interlobar fissures;
 Avoid the overlap of suture lines;
 Slow closure of the stapling device in thick 

parenchymal tissue.
Another potentially useful approach is the “fissure-

less” technique used during VATS-L. Central aspect 
of this technique is to avoid dissection of incomplete 
fissures, reducing the risk of parenchymal lesions and 
consequently of PAL. The fissureless technique has been 
described for the first time by Temes et al. (21) and then 
used during VATS-L by Nomori et al. (22) and Loran  
et al. (23). In a recent best evidence topic in cardiothoracic 
surgery (24), out of five selected papers, four demonstrated 
the fissureless technique used in pulmonary lobectomy 
was superior to conventional lobectomy (CL) in terms 
of preventing PAL and shortening the time to air leak 
cessation. The paper concluded that current evidence 
demonstrates the fissureless technique as significantly 
better than CL (25). However, even if the fissureless 
technique is almost universally accepted in upper or 
middle lobe lobectomies, it has been criticized when used 
during lower lobectomies, mainly for oncological reasons 
as it could reduce the effectiveness of VATS lymph node 
dissection of N1 stations (26). For these reasons we decided 
to suggest the use of fissureless technique in our ERAS 
VATS-L protocol, even if we do not consider this choice as 

mandatory. 

Number of pleural drains
According to fast-tracking, the VATS Group ERAS program 
suggested using just one pleural drainage (28/30 Fr) instead of 
two after pulmonary lobectomy; placement of the second tube 
is to be considered when a significant postoperative air leak 
is predicted or after a bi-lobectomy (27). A single chest drain, 
by reducing p.o. chest pain, allows an early and easier patient 
mobilization, which is the goal of the ERAS program (28,29).

Postoperative surgical aspects: chest drain management

The ideal chest tube management protocol has yet to be 
determined (30-32). The review of the literature indicates 
that clinical decisions are often based on institutional 
practices, physician training, and preferences developed 
from experience (33). The timing and parameters for chest 
tubes removal, the need for postoperative suction are still 
the subject of debate. Optimizing the duration of chest tube 
drainage after lung resection is crucial for improving quality of 
care, shortening the hospital stay and reducing costs (10, 34-35). 

In developing our ERAS protocol, we discussed three 
main aspects about chest tube management: (I) deciding 
whether suction should be applied to chest tubes and 
its duration; (II) selecting fluid output threshold for the 
removal of chest tubes; (III) deciding how long after the 
cessation (observed or digitally recorded) of an air leak the 
chest tubes should be removed. The chest tube management 
protocol is resumed in Table 2.

Chest drain suction application and duration
The optimal management of suction is a source of 
continued debate, and thoracic surgeons are usually divided 
between two different theories: (I) suction applied to chest 
tubes prolongs air leaks by increasing the amount of air 
escaping from parenchyma, or (II) suction applied to chest 

Table 2 Recommendations and suggestion for postoperative chest tube management after VATS-L

Field of application Recommendation

Digital drainage system Recommended 

Continuous suction Recommended for the first 24 h

Drain removal according to fluid production <5 mL/kg/24 h in case serous liquid

Drain removal according to air leak Recommended after 6 h of absence and/or <40 mL/min on digital drain system

VATS-L, video-assisted thoracic surgery lobectomy.
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tubes decreases the amount of residual space, promoting 
pleural apposition and healing.

Cerfolio et al. (36) and Marshall et al. (37) supported the 
first theory that placing chest tubes on water seal is better 
than suction for reducing air leaks. On the contrary, Brunelli 
et al. (38) first observed no advantage with the use of the 
water seal compared with suction in patients undergoing 
lobectomy, and in 2005 (39) proposed an alternating 
strategy of less forceful suction (−10 cmH2O) overnight and 
water seal during the day. This approach after lobectomy 
seemed to reduce the incidence of PAL, chest tube duration 
and postoperative hospital stay. Since our scope was not 
to support one of the two theories, in the ERAS protocol 
we recommended postoperative suction for the first 24 h, 
which is widely accepted, avoiding a prolonged (>24 h) 
suction maintenance which may be less effective than simple 
water seal (40,41). Our ERAS protocol indicates the use of 
a traditional or digitally monitored thoracic drainage system 
with a set pressure level of −20 cmH2O immediately after 
the operation until the first 24 h postoperatively. 

Liquid production
The removal of chest tubes based on the production of fluid 
is controversial since it’s based primarily on tradition and 
dogma more than on clinical studies. Many surgeons use a 
very conservative range in daily liquid production, such as 
150 cm3/day or lower. Recently, several authors suggested 
that the removal of chest tubes draining 400–450 cm3 of 
serous fluid drainage per day is safe while a large consensus 
statement defined a safe threshold at 300 cm3/day (40-42).  
However, the physiology and pathophysiology of the 
pleural space always refers to a liquid content and a daily 
replacement which is quantified in cm3/kg (43). Several 
authors pointed out that a cut-off of 3 up to 5 cm3/kg of 
serous liquid appears to be a reasonable threshold it sits 
within the range of physiological daily pleural fluid filtration 
and it is suitable for an early chest drain removal without 
increasing complications and re-admission rates (44). 

Based on these clinical evidences, in our ERAS surgical 
protocol we indicated the removal of chest tube with  
5 cm3/Kg of fluid drainage/day or less in case of serous 
pleural liquid.

Air leak
The absence of an air leak is considered the most important 
parameter for chest drain removal. 

The clinical practice is traditionally to remove chest 
tubes between 12 and 24 h after the end of air leaks. 

However, this timing is often arbitrary, depending on the 
observation intervals and on the subjective assessment; 
moreover, several air leak grading systems are available and 
used in the clinical practice (36,45). 

About observation intervals, it is difficult to plan a 
time frame able to capture the precise moment of air leak 
cessation; usually the frequency of observations depends 
on clinical progress and medical request, with intervals of 
at least 4 h. As a consequence, the 24 h of “no observed air 
leak”, may result from a longer period of air leak absence. 
This bias usually adversely affects the fast track process, 
delaying chest drain removal and prolonging hospital stay. 

Because traditional drainage systems measure and grade 
air leaks in a subjective manner, interobserver disagreement 
on the presence of an air leak is frequent (46). The 
traditional policy allows chest drain removal only after a 
period of absence of air leak on coughing as assessed by 
underwater seal. However, an occasional “bubble” can be 
noted by different surgeons, sometimes leading to a further 
24 h of drain duration. 

The introduction in clinical practice of digital drains 
has allowed to overcome most part of these problems. 
Using digitally monitored thoracic drainage systems air 
leakage and pleural pressure can be objectively measured, 
the presence and rate of air leakage per minute can be seen 
on a display in real time and the digital data for air leakage 
and pleural pressure can be retrospectively analyzed (47), 
confirming the duration in which the air leak has stopped 
and differentiating between no air-leak and a blocked drain. 
Another important contribution of digital drainage systems 
is the paradigm shift that allows the drain to be safely 
removed in the presence of a continuing (small) air-leak. 
Furthermore, digital drains comprise a portable system for 
suction and allow the maintaining of a constant intrapleural 
negative pressure without limiting an early patient 
mobilization. 

To date, several prospective studies have been published 
about the real benefits of digital drainages, showing 
advantages in terms of pulmonary re-expansion, chest drain 
duration and hospital stay (36-38).

Moreover, with the use of these new devices, the criteria 
for chest drain removal have been progressively redesigned, 
and have become more permissive.

Mesa-Guzman et al. demonstrated that a permissive 
chest digital drain removal protocol allowed the objective 
removal of drains earlier, reducing hospital stay for patients 
and costs for the hospital without increasing post-drain 
removal complications (44). 
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Based on these new clinical evidences (48), we adopted 
permissive criteria for chest drain removal after air leak 
cessation; the ERAS protocol suggest an interval of 6 h 
of no “observed” air leak in case of traditional drains or, 
if a digital drainage system is used, the threshold of an air 
leakage less than 20 mL/min for more than 6 h. 
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